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We apply exact high-temperature series expansions of the multiple-spin-exchange Hamiltonian for
triangular lattice to describe high precision NMR measurements of the nuclear magnetic susceptibilit
of 3He films adsorbed on graphite, reported here, as well as all available specific heat data. A consiste
quantitative description of the unusual thermodynamic properties of the second layer solid, which pro
vides canonical examples of two-dimensional magnets, is obtained as a function of temperature and ar
density. We prove that cyclic multiple-spin exchange processes are responsible for the large degree
frustration found in the antiferromagnetic phase and that they remain significant in the ferromagneti
phase. [S0031-9007(97)05249-6]

PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 67.80.Jd
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The microscopic theory of magnetism for a system
almost localized identical fermions is based on the co
cept of permutations of particles (cf. the elegant forma
ism developed by Dirac [1]). The most general expre
sion for an effective exchange Hamiltonian isHex 
2

P
Ps21dpJPP where the sum is over all permutation

P (with parity p) of the symmetric group acting on spin
variables [1,2]. It reduces to the Heisenberg Hamilto
ian when only pair transpositions are retained, i.e., wh
two-particle exchange dominates, as generally found
electronic magnets. Thouless [2] stressed the importa
of higher order interactions—as cyclic three- and fou
particle exchange—in a hard-core quantum solid lik
solid 3He. He pointed out that even permutations lik
cyclic three-particle exchange generally lead to ferroma
netism, while odd permutations like two or cyclic four
particle exchange favor antiferromagnetism (i.e., allJP

are positive). These predictions have been verified in bu
solid3He [3] which is well described by the multiple-spin
exchange (MSE) model [4].

Delrieu gave convincing arguments for the predom
nance of ferromagnetic three-particle exchange in clos
packed lattices like the three-dimensional (3D) hcp pha
of solid3He or the two-dimensional (2D) triangular lattice
in high density3He films [5]. In low density films, higher
order antiferromagnetic exchanges like four- and six-sp
exchange were expected to compete with ferromagne
three-spin exchange, as is observed in the loose pac
3D bcc phase [4].

Recentab initio quantum Monte Carlo calculations o
various exchange frequencies for a3He monolayer have
corroborated the MSE picture [6]: the relevant process
are cyclic exchangesJn involving the most symmetric
rings of n nearest neighbors, withn  3, 2, 4, 6, and 5
by decreasing amplitude (Fig. 1). Note that the MSE p
rameters are expected to depend strongly on the ar
0031-9007y98y80(6)y1308(4)$15.00
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density r. From experimental measurements on sub
monolayer films [7] and theoretical calculations [8], val
ues of the order of 25 can be estimated for the Grüneis
parameterGJ  2d lnsJdyd lnsrd.

From the experimental point of view, the second soli
layer of3He films adsorbed on graphite is a particularl
interesting magnetic system, discussed in detail in rece
publications [9,10]. A large exchange couplingJ between
the nuclear spins is observed (several mK), which evolv
from antiferromagnetism to ferromagnetism as a functio
of density. The first layer only plays the role of an iner
substrate, since exchange is practically inhibited due to
very high density. The second layer completely solidifie
before third layer promotion, forming a commensurat
phase with respect to the first layer with a4y7 ratio
of densities. It is characterized by an antiferromagnet
Curie-Weiss susceptibility, and by a large heat capaci
at low temperatures with a weak temperature dependen
In the presence of a partial liquid third layer the system
becomes ferromagnetic, the effect being particularly larg
at the “ferromagnetic peak” close to promotion in a
fourth layer. The Heisenberg model has been often fou
adequate to fit the susceptibility and heat capacity
these systems, a fact which isa priori at variance with
the MSE description. However, the Heisenberg exchan
parameterJ deduced from heat capacity differs from the
value found in susceptibility experiments, suggesting th
MSE could indeed play an important role [9].

The microscopic mechanism giving rise to the stron
antiferromagnetism of the low density second layer ca

FIG. 1. Relevant exchange cycles in 2D solid3He.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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certainly be ascribed to multiple-spin exchange process
[9,11,12]. However, there is presently no firm conclusio
regarding the nature of the interactions in the ferroma
netic regime and in the intermediate region. In particu
lar, the presence of the liquid in the partially filled third
layer allows a Rudermann-Kittel interaction which coul
explain the ferromagnetism of these films [9].

In order to understand quantitatively the physics o
3He films, we apply the exact high temperature seri
expansions (HTSE) of the MSE Hamiltonian calculate
recently [13] to analyze thermodynamic measuremen
available heat capacity data [10,12] and the prese
very high precision magnetic susceptibility measuremen
Note that fits of the susceptibility by HTSE require
high accuracy data since the trivial1yT dependence
must be removed. A run at submonolayer coverage
where the susceptibility is given by a Curie law an
proportional to the number of atoms, allows us to establi
a reliable calibration for the susceptibility measuremen
The sample temperature is determined by a meltin
curve thermometer in the range 4 to 300 mK. The3He
nuclear susceptibility is measured by continuous-wa
NMR at a frequency of 511.3 kHz. In the present wor
the uncertainty, typically of order 2%, is dominated b
systematic errors in the integration of the wings of th
NMR lines. Further details are given elsewhere [14].

Coverages, expressed in “layers,” are defined as t
ratio x between the total number of adsorbed3He atoms
to that in the densest (saturated) first layer. The latt
has an areal density of11.09 atomsynm2 according to
neutron diffraction measurements. We have measur
26 coverages for1.55 , x , 2.4, i.e., from second layer
solidification to high multilayer coverages.

For the MSE HTSE fits we consider the Hamiltonian:

Hex  J
s2dX

P2 1 J4

s4dX
P4 2 J5

s5dX
P5 1 J6

s6dX
P6 .

(1)

The sums correspond, respectively to cyclic 2, 4, 5, a
6-particle permutation operators (Fig. 1) acting on sp
variables. Cyclicn-particle exchanges, withn odd can
be expressed in terms ofsn 2 1d-particle exchanges [2].
Three particle exchangeJ3 is incorporated in an effective
pair exchange constant:J  J2 2 2J3. We have not reex-
pressed five-spin exchange in terms of two- and four-sp
exchanges; this leads to an effective four-spin exchan
constantK  J4 2 2J5 for the most symmetric four-spin
cycles (Fig. 1) plus the contribution of other four-spin cy
cles and pair exchange with third neighbors. Since t
dominant part of possible indirect interactions between t
solid second layer and the fluid third layer can be reduc
to an effective Heisenberg interactionJRKKY between first
neighbors in the second layer [9], they are easily incorp
rated in our Hamiltonian withJ  J2 2 2J3 2 JRKKY.

Using the cluster method, we have generated HTSE
to order 5 inb  1ykBT for the specific heat and spin
susceptibility [13]. Close to the ferromagnetic Heisen
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berg model (J negative and dominant), the behavior o
the susceptibility series is improved by an Euler transfo
mationb  uys1 2 ud. The seriesf  xT are then an-
alyzed through differential approximants [15]. We write
Qsuduf 0sud 1 Psudfsud  Rsud. Qsud  s1 2 ud2 and
Psud  3 2 sg 1 3du are chosen to recover the expecte
low temperature behaviorxT ø T3 expsgykBT d [16]. At
order n, g and then coefficients of thesn 2 1dth-order
polynomialRsud are obtained by writing that the previous
equation is verified up to ordern. The differential approx-
imant DAfng is the solution that tends to 1 foru ! 0.
For the ferromagnetic Heisenberg model, those appro
mants converge nicely at low temperature to the best e
timates from renormalization group techniques [16] an
give an excellent interpolation between low and high tem
perature behavior [17]. We have also used usual Padé
proximants [15] after the same Euler transformation fo
susceptibility and specific heat series. AfL, Mg Padé ap-
proximant to the seriesAsbd is a rational fractionPLyQM ,
with PL and QM , polynomials of degreeL and M in b,
satisfying:Asbd  PLyQM 1 OsbL1M11d. We consider
that the series are reliable down to temperatures where d
ferent approximants differ by more than 5%.

Using heat capacity, neutron scattering, and the pres
susceptibility data at high temperatures, we determin
the second layer densityr2sxd [18] with more precision
than in previous attempts [10]. For the MSE fits we us
four parameters: the Heisenberg termJ  J2 2 2J3, the
effective four-spin exchange constantK  J4 2 2J5, and
the ratiosh  J5yJ4 andn  J6yJ4. Other quantities of
interest, given by different combinations of the exchang
parameters [6], areJc, the leading term in specific heat
data [Cs  9n2kBsJcbd2y4], and Jx defined asuy3,
whereu is the Curie-Weiss temperature.

We first fit HTSE of CssT d to the data obtained by
Greywall [10] at the coveragesx  1.61, 1.75, 1.84, 1.93,
2.02, 2.11, 2.19, and 2.28. The results are shown in Fig.
As already stressed [13], the thermodynamic data are ve
sensitive toK , and a little less ton but the influence ofh
is weak as long asK remains positive (h , 0.5). Values
of h in the range0.2 & h & 0.4 yield fits of comparable
quality, the optimum beingh  0.35 for x  1.61 and
h  0.3 for all other coverages. The other parameters
the fit are shown in Fig. 4 (filled symbols).J andK are
determined with good accuracy (5% to 10%). There is
larger dispersionsø20%d on n. The weak dependence of
h andn on density is consistent with the fact thatJ4, J5,
andJ6 have the same order of magnitude.

We have measured in the same density range the to
susceptibilityxsTd for 17 coverages:

xsT d  sgh̄y2d2

3 fn1 1 n2fsT d 1 n3y
q

1 1 sTFyT d2gykBT ,

where ni is the number of atoms in layeri. The
three terms represent, respectively, the contribution
the paramagnetic first layer, the exchange contribution
the second layer withfsT d given by approximants to the
1309
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FIG. 2. MSE fits of the specific heat data of Greywall, a
coverages (from bottom to top)x  1.75, 1.84, 1.93, 2.02,
2.11, 2.19, and 2.28. The inset shows data of Greywalls1d
and Siqueiraet al. s3d at x  1.61 (commensurate phase).
The full and dotted lines represent, respectively, [2,3] and [3,
Padé approximants after an Euler transformation (cf. text). F
comparison, we have also represented the specific heat for
ferromagnetic (dashed line) and antiferromagnetic (dash-dot
lines) Heisenberg model.

HTSE, and the contribution of the liquid third layer take
from recent data on3He films [14]. The susceptibility is
less sensitive than the specific heat to the influence of ea
exchange frequency and it is impossible to determine t
four unknown parameters independently. For each curv
we proceed as follows: (i) We takeh  0.3 for x . 1.7
and h  0.35 below this coverage (same as above); (i
we fix Jc from the interpolation of the values obtained
from the specific heat data; (iii) the remaining paramete
KyJ andn are then determined without ambiguity. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. The parameters of th
fits, given in Fig. 4 (open symbols), are found to agre
remarkably well with the values deduced from the specifi
heat when MSE is important (jKyJj * 0.07). Closer to
the pure Heisenberg behavior, it is impossible to dedu
precise values ofKyJ andn from the susceptibility data.

It is of importance to examine the effect of the finite
size sø10 nmd of the graphite platelets. If we assume
a proportion of order 10% [9] of paramagnetic spin
localized on the platelets edges we fit the data with MS
frequencies changed by a comparable amount, but
general behavior is not affected. The results will b
published elsewhere.

Several important new features arise from the MS
analysis. A pure Heisenberg behaviorJc ø Jx (MSE neg-
ligible) is only recovered atx . 2.2. The parameters
jJj, Jc, Jx rise monotonously whenx decreases down to
x0 ø 1.8, a value substantially lower than that correspon
ing to the “ferromagnetic peak”:xp ø 2, identified in fits
based on a Heisenberg model [9]. Indeed, atx ø x0, a
kink in the second-layer melting temperatureTmsxd has
been reported [19], suggesting a structural change in
second layer.
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FIG. 3. MSE fits of the second layer susceptibility. Th
upper part represents data atx  2.02 spd, x  2.07 s1d, and
x  2.09 (d). The lower part shows data atx  1.55, 1.62,
1.66, 1.71, 1.76, 1.90, and 1.94 from bottom to top. Th
solid lines represent DA [5] differential approximants in th
ferromagnetic regime and [3,2] Padé approximants elsewhe
The dotted lines represent [3,2] ([2,3]) Padé approximants
the ferromagnetic regime (elsewhere).

At x ø x0 the effective pair exchangeJ ø 212 mK
is ferromagnetic with a magnitude 3.5 times larger th
Jc. However, the specific heat is lower than that corr
sponding to an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model a
comparable to that observed in the antiferromagnetic co
mensurate phase (see Fig. 2). This means that we ha
puzzling highly frustrated ferromagnetic phase. Further
experimental investigations nearx ø x0 are encouraged.

In all that coverage range,jJj andJc vary exponentially
as a function of the second layer densityr2 (cf. inset of
Fig. 4) with respective Grüneisen constantsGJ  34 and
GJc

 26.5 [20]. These values are in good agreeme
with theoretical predictions using WKB approximation
[8] and NMR measurements on submonolayer films [7
They can also be compared to the valueGJ3D ø 18
obtained in the 3D solid [4]: assuming that exchan
frequencies mainly depend on the interatomic distan
we indeed expectGJ ø 3

2 3 GJ3D ø 27. Hence, there is
a remarkable continuity in the exponential behavior of t
exchange parameters from the highest coverages, dow
x ø 0.18 with no indication of structural changes in th
incommensurate second layer. Moreover, the fact that
density dependence of the exchange frequencies is
expected within a MSE model is a strong indication th
interlayer exchangessJRKKYd are not important. This
conclusion is reinforced by the fact that forx ! x01,
jKyJj increases; if the abrupt rise of the effective pa
exchange constant2J was due to the occurrence o
interlayer exchange, we would observe a Heisenb
behavior with an abrupt decrease ofjKyJj.

At low coverages, near the second-layer solidific
tion, the exchange frequencies are practically const
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FIG. 4. MSE parametersJ ssd, Jc shd, Jx snd, 2KyJ s}d
and n s,d in terms of coveragex. Filled symbols (open
symbols) are deduced from specific heat (susceptibility) fi
The curves are least square fits to various parameters in
incommensurate phase. The inset is a semilog plot ofJ, Jc
as a function of the second layer densityr2. Commensurate
(C), incommensurate (INC), and intermediate (?) phases
indicated on thex axis.

in the range1.55 , x , 1.62. Surprisingly, we obtain
very small values for the Curie-Weiss temperaturesJx ø
20.2 mKd, showing that the “antiferromagnetic behav
ior” found in a Heisenberg description of susceptibilit
data is probably governed by MSE corrections. This sy
tem displays therefore a very interesting case of frust
tion. The value of2J  2J3 2 J2 is much lower than
nearx  x0, in the incommensurate solid, suggesting th
J2yJ3 is much larger, thus leading to a strong compens
tion in J. Several reasons may explain the larger relati
value ofJ2: (i) The very low density; (ii) in the absence
of a dense third layer, the excursion of atoms in the dire
tion perpendicular to the plane during exchange proces
is important and might favor pair exchange with respe
to three-particle exchange [6].

At x  1.62 the density of the solid second layer i
4y7 of the first layer density and the fraction of liquid is
x3  0.06. At x  1.55 the amount of solid in the second
layer decreases by about 10%. This is consistent w
the coexistence of commensurate solid with some fluid,
agreement with Ref. [10].

The transition regions1.62 , x , 1.8d remains chal-
lenging. We find that the second-layer density vari
by 1.2 nm22 while the third-layer density increases onl
by 0.6 nm22, strongly suggesting a rearrangement of th
ts.
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second layer with a possible coexistence of commens
rate and incommensurate phases. Indeed, if we assu
a phase coexistence we obtain, at a special covera
x ø 1.66 where the sign ofJc is changing, better sus-
ceptibility fits than that represented in Fig. 3snd [18].

The experimental and theoretical results presente
in this article demonstrate the importance of multiple
spin exchange processes over a wide density range
adsorbed3He films, the only experimental examples of
low-dimensionality nuclear magnets known presently
Quantitative agreement is obtained in the descriptio
of different thermodynamic properties in the high
temperature range covered by series expansions of t
multiple-spin-exchange Hamiltonian. The system exhibit
a remarkable evolution from antiferromagnetism to ferro
magnetism as the density increases, with the extraordina
feature that both states are highly frustrated. Its unusu
properties raise challenging questions on the nature
frustrated magnets at very low temperatures. Understan
ing the ground state of the MSE model will require further
theoretical work. In particular, detailed quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of multiple-spin-exchange frequencie
would be extremely valuable, since they would provide a
independent test of the model.
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